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A Spoken Word Poetry Cd thats very encouraging,motivating and exciting. The music behind the poetry is

a "Fusion" of Smooth Jazz with a Gospel Hip Hop influence, that will put many listeners in a "Better State

of Mind". 14 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, URBAN/R&B: Neo-Soul Show all album songs:

No Need To Worry Songs Details: "Are you Overwhelmed by all of The Negative Things Happening in the

World Today?" This Cd is for anyone dealing with: unemployment, facing layoffs, worries, hard times or

just having a bad day. It's also for people following after: a dream, a love, or peace. The Poetry and Music

sounds like a cross between Jill Scott, Kirk Franklin, Gill Scott Heron and Erykah Badu. The Poetry and

Music will put many listeners in a "Better State of Mind"...It's Exciting, Encouraging and Inspirational!!!

After working for a fortune 500 company for 15 years, Keir started writing poetry and followed his passion

for music. The Cd is a direct result of his own personal experiences and how to overcome major set

backs. This Poetry and Music is straight out of Detroit! Keir did all of the Poetry, Music, and Mixing on all

tracks of the "No Need To Worry" CD. This Cd has been Professionally Mastered and is a very high

quality product. "Many people" have said that they have enjoyed the Cd, including: Poet's, DJ's and

Musicians. Keir is the C.E.O. of "Lord and Jackson Soundwave Productions/Publishing LLC" and

composes,(makes music), and lyrics for clients, businesses an up and coming artists. Keir (key-air) was

born in Detroit, Michigan, attended Michigan State University and graduated with a B.S. degree in

Engineering. Later working for one of the "big three" automobile companies as a Supervisor and then as

an Industrial Engineer. While working, he went to one of the best recording schools in the Detroit area to

become a Recording Engineer. Please Tell your friends about it. If anyone needs music for lyrics or

poetry in the areas of: Gospel Hip hop, R&B, or Neo Soul, you can contact Keir at

creativesoundwaves@yahoo.com. Thanks.
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